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I (a) Answer all the questions (10 x 1 = 10)

1. Which of the following is a correct format for declaration of function?

a) return-type function-name(argument type);

b) return-type function-na.me(argumenttype){}

c) return-type (argument type)function-name;

d) none of these

2. Which of the following is not a valid C variable name?

ajintnuml b) float rate c)intv_count d)int$main

3. Result of a logical or relational expression in C is

a) True/False b)0/nonzero c)+/' d) none of these

4. Which among the following is not a logical or relational or equality operator?

a) != b) == c) && d) =

3. Clanguage has been developed by

a) Ken Thompson b) Dennis Ritchie c) Peter Norton d) Martin Richards

5. To return the control back to the calling function, we must use the keyword

a) return b) static c) new d) volatile

7. #mclude statement must be written

a) Before main() b) Before any scanf/printf c) After main() d) can be written
anywhere

8. The preprocessor provides the ability for
a) The inclusion of header files
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b) The inclusion of macro expansions
c) Conditional compilation andline control.

d) All of these ,

9, Which of the following are themselves a collection of different data types?

a) string b) Structures c) char d) All of these

10. User-defined data type can be derived by

a) struct b) enum . c) typedef d) All of these
11 Write short notes on any FIVE (5x2=10)

1. What is a structure? How does it differ from a union?

2. What is the use of library, functions in C?

3. What is the difference between break and continue statement?

4. How are rp'dti dimensional arrays defined?

5. What is meant by automatic and extern storage classes?

6. Differentiate between local variable and global variables.

7. What is recursion? How is it useful in programming?

Ill Write short notes on ANY FIVE of the following
U  r 1 nr. • (S* 4=20)

1. Write a C program to prmt the sum of 100 mtegers.

2. Explain basic file operations in C.
3. Explain different data types and sizes.

4. Explain initialization of pointer variables in C.

5. Explain header files in C.

6. Explain increment and decrement operators with example.
7. Explain stacks and queues with example.

IV. Write essay on ANY ONE of the following

1. Explain quick sort cind merge sort with example * 10=10)
2. Exp-lain-dpubly.linked listwithsuitable example
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